Five of the most important innovation books of the last decade.
Four of the world’s leading thinkers on innovation.
An amazing learning opportunity.

The INNOVATION MASTER CLASS
October 3 – 7, 2016
In San Francisco, Silicon Valley, and Stanford University

REGISTER NOW – SEATS ARE LIMITED

www.futurelabconsulting.com

www.innovationlabs.com
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Four of the world’s leading thinkers on innovation.
An amazing learning opportunity.

The INNOVATION MASTER CLASS

Five of the most important innovation books of the last decade.
Four of the world’s leading thinkers on innovation.
An amazing learning opportunity.

The INNOVATION MASTER CLASS
This is a unique opportunity to experience innovation in the world’s most
innovative city.
• Study innovation with Langdon Morris, Michael Barry, Moses Ma, and
Jerome Conlon, recognized worldwide as four of the world’s leading
innovation thinkers, teachers, and consultants.
• Spend a powerful day learning at Stanford in the heart of Silicon
Valley.
• Meet leading Silicon Valley entrepreneurs and innovators, and learn
how they turn great ideas into world-changing innovations.
• Explore the city of San Francisco and experience the city’s beauty
and hidden secrets.
This is an advanced program for those
with significant innovation responsibilities.
Enrollment is limited; register now.

An All-Star Team of Renowned Innovation Experts

PROGRAM FACULTY

Langdon Morris

Michael Barry

Moses Ma

Jerome Conlon

Recognized
worldwide as a
leading
consultant,
author, and
thinker on
innovation.

Renowned
Stanford d School
Consulting
Assistant Professor,
respected
designer and
leading
ethnographer.

Celebrated
technology
visionary hailed in
Time Magazine
and the New York
Times.

Legendary brand
management
guru with Nike
and Starbucks,
author, and
consultant.
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Program Faculty

LANGDON MORRIS
Co-Founder of
InnovationLabs and
FutureLab, Langdon Morris is
recognized worldwide as
one of the leading
consultants, authors, and
thinkers on innovation.
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LANGDON’S AFFILIATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation Advisory Board, National Tsinghua
University, China
Associate Editor, International Journal of Innovation
Science
Board Member, International Association of
Innovation Professionals
Contributing Editor and Writer, Innovation
Management Magazine
Scientific Committee Member, Business Digest (Paris)
Fellow, Economic Opportunities Program, the Aspen
Institute
Editor, Aerospace Technology Working Group Book
Series
Formerly Senior Practice Scholar, Ackoff Center,
University of Pennsylvania
Formerly Contributing Editor, Knowledge
Management Magazine

LANGDON’S RECENT WORKSHOPS WERE IN:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bangkok
Beijing
Houston
London
Paris
San Francisco
Seoul
Singapore

LANGDON’S RECENT KEYNOTE SPEECHES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nairobi Innovation Week, 2015
Zweig Hot Firm, 2015
IAOIC InnovaCon 2015
Society for Systematic Innovation, 2014
FIABCI World Conference, 2013
CEO Magazine, 2012
World Innovation Summit, 2012, 2011
Industrial Research Institute, 2012, 1999
China Innovation Summit, 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008
Portugal Quality Association

Program Faculty

MICHAEL BARRY
Stanford d School
Consulting Assistant
Professor and Peking
University Visting Professor
Michael Barry.

Michael has more than two decades of experience
providing strategic innovation at the critical early stages
of the innovation process.
Michael is well-loved for his infectious energy, whether
he is standing before students or leading a client
ideation session. A veteran need-finder and gifted
listener, he quickly recognizes seeds of insights in unlikely
places. Michael draws on a unique blend of practical
business acumen and experimental academic curiosity
to deliver truly groundbreaking ideas.
In a former life, he was an accomplished engineer and
product designer with dozens of patents under his belt.
His clients include Sony, IBM, Kimberly-Clark, HP, Merck,
Intel, Shure, Johnson Diversey, Sony Ericsson, Nestlé, Wells
Fargo Bank, Wrigley, Deloitte, Chrysler and Unilever. He
has received numerous awards from ID Magazine, IDSA,
Business Week, and the 2008 Accenture Article of the
Year Award for “Innovation As a Learning Process.”

A guest lecturer at the Harvard School of
Business and the University of California
Haas School of Business, Michael teaches
the nation’s top students how to connect
innovation to new understandings of
customers.
In addition, Michael has been a featured
speaker at leading business forums
including the Industrial Designers Society
of America, the Management
Roundtable, and the Product
Development and Management
Association.

Program Faculty

MOSES MA
NextGen Technology
Incubator founder, and
FutureLab cofounder,
Mose Ma is a renowned
technologist, author,
researcher, entrepreneur,
physicist, and visionary.
Moses Ma is a remarkable business leaders who has
been praised in Time Magazine, the New York Times and
many other publications. He has enjoyed a rich and
diverse professional life spanning academia, science,
technology, philosophy and business at the forefront of
many exciting technologies.

This thought-provoking and inspirational.
— Jack Canfield, Best-selling Author

A legendary game designer who created two of the
world’s best selling computer games, including
SpectreVR, which literally invented the category of
networked games, he built an uncapitalized software
startup into the 97th largest, 7th fastest growing, and
11th most profitable in the country. He also codeveloped with IBM the first specification for universal
identity on the Internet, and at the CommerceNet
thinktank he invented the concept of eMarkets and
helped to establish the foundational guidelines for the
semantic Web. He is also an innovation consultant who
has helped companies to increase innovativeness and
creativity.

This must-read book is a strategic imperative
for anybody aiming to successfully deliver
new products or services in a brutally
competitive, digitally-accelerated business
world.
— Errol Arkilic, CEO of M34 Capital

A valuable resource that is filled with
pertinent case studies and practical advice.
— Akira Hirai, CEO Cayenne Consulting

This idea- packed book will provide
valuable lessons for thoughtful business
leaders.
— Elliot E. Maxwell, Member, National
Research Council Board on Research Data
and Information,

Program Faculty

JEROME CONLON
Branding guru and author
Jerome Conlon has an amazing
background as a marketing
visionary who helped transform
Nike into a global sports icon,
and then he did the same thing
at Starbucks.
Jerome Conlon has 30 years brand development
experience, including twenty in the brand strategy hot
seat of high profile, world class brands. He is a brand
architect and a senior marketing executive who has
unleashed triple-digit growth at a number of major
brands, expanding their meaning, relevance and
resonance to wider circles of consumers.
Jerome is formerly …
•Director of Brand Planning and Marketing Insights for
Nike, Inc.
•Vice President of Brand Planning, Consumer Insights
and New Products for Starbucks Coffee Company
•Senior VP of Marketing and Program Development for
NBC Entertainment,
•and has also been a professor of economics.

Here’s what the experts say:
“In today's new business environment if
your brand does not have a soul it's
dead ! Soulful Branding is visionary and
lays out the future of branding for any
business that plans to be relevant".
- Deepak Chopra, Author, Soul of
Leadership
'Rebellion is what lies at the heart of
innovation.' Soulful Branding is a book
which continually prods readers to
reject the status quo and think
differently about how to evoke
consumers to connect emotionally with
their brand and products. Executives in
any discipline will benefit greatly by, not
just reading, but absorbing the
messages in this book.
- Tom Clarke, President of Innovation,
Nike, Inc.

A Unique Learning Opportunity

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
(Subject to Change)
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Agile
Innovation

Soulful
Branding

The new book is
already a hit!
Learn all the
secrets of speed
and agility from an
award-winning
technologist.

What made Nike
and Starbucks two
of the world’s most
admired brands?
Learn the secrets of
Soulful Branding
from one of the key
executives at both
companies.

San Francisco

San Francisco

Stanford
University

The Toughest
Problems in
Innovation

The
Innovation
Master Plan

Design
Thinking

with
Langdon Morris

with
Langdon Morris

What causes
innovation programs
to succeed or fail?
Through a series of
fascinating case
studies, examine best
and worst practices,
learn how to spot and
avoid the pitfalls, and
discover the hidden
secrets to innovation
success. In the
afternoon we’ll visit
some of San
Francisco’s leading
innovators and gain
insight from them
about what’s working
and not working.

Learn the details of
the award winning
innovation system
that’s being used
worldwide, and
rapidly becoming a
global standard.
Prepare your own
Innovation Master
Plan, complete with a
detailed
implementation plan
and all the elements
you need to succeed.
Later, join the San
Francisco Discovery
Adventure Game and
experience the city
like an insider.

With
Michael Barry
Spend the day
visiting Stanford
University and tour
the legendary d
School.
Learn Design
Thinking with
Michael Barry, and
tour the amazing
campus.
Next, visit Symbio
and learn about
the latest in mobile
apps.

San Francisco

with
Moses Ma

Optional (weather
permitting):
Bicycle across the
Golden Gate
Bridge and enjoy
dinner on the
water in Sausalito.

San Francisco

with
Jerome Conlon

Soulful Branding has
been hailed by an
amazing list of
business leaders as
an important
breakthrough.

Program Detail: Day 1 & 2

The INNOVATION MASTER PLAN
The COMPREHENSIVE INNOVATION FRAMEWORK

Five simple questions compose the core of the
Framework. The answers usually aren’t so
simple, but they are important.
How

Why?

Innovation serves organizational strategy. Innovate to
achieve strategic goals.

What?

Innovation portfolio management optmizes the returns.
What

Who

How?

A rigorous and disciplined process is necessary to
achieve outstanding results.
Why

Where

The Master Plan Framework is recognized
worldwide as the most innovative and
effective approach to innovation
management.
You may download your free copy of The
Innovation Master Plan today at
www.innovationlabs.com

Who?

Develop a culture of innovation throughout your
organization to create maximum value.

Where?

The right tools and infrastructure remove the obstacles
and make it easy for people to succeed in the
innovation effort.

Program Detail: Day 1 & 2

PROCESS MASTER PLAN
The INNOVATION
Learn the world’s best practices in
innovation management, including
these important topics:

Our comprehensive approach provides a detailed and effective implementation roadmap.

Strategy

Portfolio

• How to align strategy with
innovation.

Process

• How to design innovation
portfolios.
• The best innovation process.
• How to do breakthrough research.
• Integrate stage gate with design
thinking.
• How to create the innovation
culture.

Infrastructure

Culture

• Tools and infrastructure.
• How to implement successful
innovation programs
• Create your master plan for
innovation.
• Learn to conduct your own
Innovation Audit.
• Get your copy of the complete
library, including 5 books and 10
workbooks!

Yes, of course you will receive all of these worksbooks too!

Program Detail: Day 3

STANFORD
UNIVERSITY
d SCHOOL
Visit Stanford’s Design School (d
school), its home of innovation.
This is where design thinking
started, and Michael Barry was
there from the beginning.
Known worldwide for his mastery of
innovation, Michael’s bright personality
and deep knowledge will charm you
and inform you, as he shares with you
the same secrets that he teaches to his
elite graduate students.
Michael will also tour us through the
d school, a unique learning
environment unlike anything you’ve
ever seen.

Program Detail Day 4: Learn how to speed up the innovation process

AGILE INNOVATION
In Agile Innovation, the authors unveil a
powerful new approach to innovation –
by blending the key aspects of the Agile
software development process with the
tenets of classical innovation
methodology.
Learn directly from co-author Moses Ma
how the power of this approach
addresses the three critical drivers of
innovation success:
•Accelerating the overall process by
shifting to self-organizing teams;
•Reducing the inherent risks by enabling
self-optimizing teams; and
•Engaging the entire organization and the
broader ecosystem in the innovation
effort to become a self-actualizing
organization.

This is a detailed,
practitioner-oriented
implementation guide for
making positive change
happen.

Program Detail Day 5: Learn the secrets of successful branding

SOULFUL BRANDING
Qualities, feelings, and experiences
including connection, imagination,
myth, storytelling, and ritual are all key
facets of the language of emotion,
and we are discovering that their
importance increases in this new
digitized world. These elements have
tremendous influence on how we
choose to live, how we engage with
others, what we choose to do and
not do, and even on the products
and services we buy.
And because products and services
are largely defined as brands, it thus
emerges that branding becomes
central to this new world, and to its
economy. The very best brands,
those that are developed and
managed with the utmost skill, are the
ones that evoke positive emotional
responses.
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The connection between emotions, brands, and us is indelible, and it is the domain of Soulful Branding.
Learn to harness the power that arises when you design brands that explore and describe new patterns
and meanings in higher level harmonies with the thoughts, needs, beliefs, and aspirations of your
customers.

An Intimate Experience in California’s Most Amazing City

SAN FRANCISCO INNOVATION
BLACK TEAM
ADVENTURE GAME
18'

Play the amazing San Francisco
Innovation Adventure Game!
Discover the innovation secrets at
the heart of one of the world’s
greatest cities.
Find innovation.
Have fun.
Learn the city too!
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San Francisco Market Observation
September 11, 2013

Experience California’s most amazing city

SAN FRANCISCO TOURISM
The beautiful city at sunset

Ride bicycles over Golden Gate Bridge

Ride the cable cars

Take the boat ferry to famous Alcatraz Island

REGISTER NOW – SEATS ARE LIMITED
Program Dates: October 3 – 7, 2015
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Your registration fee includes:
• Full participation in all learning activities
• All materials, including five of the most important innovation books of
the last decade, plus a full set of workbooks
• Lunch each day
• Bus transportation to and from Stanford
• The San Francisco Innovation Adventure Game
• Bike rental on Thursday (weather permitting)
• Dinner on Thursday overlooking San Francisco Bay
A block of rooms will be reserved at the Westin.
Please mention “the Innovation Master Class” when you reserve.

To Register, Please contact Langdon Morris
LMorris @innovationlabs.com
Are two or more people from your organization attending? Discounts are available.

RECENT COMMENTS
China Steel: We have received excellent feedback from our participants. It was truly an

exceptional experience, not only from the valuable knowledge they received but also from
experiencing your practical approach in demonstrating your methods and theories.

NASA: The workshop was one of the most successful workshops I have ever seen. The

management by InnovationLabs was outstanding and generated a wonderful creative energy
that built an extraordinary momentum.

Gemalto: Dynamic, engaging and relevant to our issues, supported with great business

illustrations and industry benchmarks. The feedback was outstanding!

Intel: The innovation workshop did help me a lot on tuning the team's mindset. We use it as a

reference tool for our research direction exploration, and we are making very satisfying progress.

3M: We’re working on a course called ‘Leading Innovation.’ Your workshop was fabulous and
was the catalyst to get this work going. Thanks!
Bayer: There was a marked improvement in our staff performance after the InnovationLabs

project, particularly in the key areas of focus and attitude. Context and purpose became
clearer; and individual contributions became more frequent, bolder and more valuable. The
workshop was executed flawlessly, and provided an excellent basis upon which to build
momentum and measurably add value to the organization.

Loma Linda Health: This is the best innovation management system anywhere. Thanks for a

great workshop!

The Innovation Master Plan Framework is the official Innovation Training Program of
the Government of China.

RESULTS
Tested
&
Proven
Worldwde
InnovationLabs works closely
with our clients to help them
implement a comprehensive
innovation framework to
enhance their processes,
practices, and results.
The Innovation Master Plan
Framework is used successfully
by leading organizations and
governments worldwide,
because it is
a complete system for
innovation management.
These are some of our recent
clients.

